
Car holder ESR HaloLock  with Qi inductive charger, MagSafe Ref: 4894240110881
Car holder ESR HaloLock  with Qi inductive charger, MagSafe (black)

ESR HaloLock car mount with Qi inductive charger, MagSafe (black)
Enjoy navigation comfortably and charge your phone quickly with ESR's mount. The product also offers a wireless charging function, for
added convenience. It is perfect for long journeys without blocking visibility. It is dedicated to the iPhone 12 / 13 / 14 series.
 
Conveniently charge your phone
Going on vacation or maybe on a business trip? In such and similar situations, the ESR mount will prove its worth. The product allows you
to wirelessly charge your iPhone 12 /  13 /  14 and allows you to quickly renew the device's power -  if  you use the 36 W adapter (sold
separately).
 
Safety of use
The  mount  is  equipped  with  magnets  and  finished  with  silicone,  which  ensures  stability  and  prevents  the  smartphone  from  moving.
Slowing thresholds, bumpy roads, sudden braking - these and other obstacles pose no threat to the mount. With ESR you are assured
that your device is safe.
 
Comfort of use
Are you worried that the mount will cause visibility problems? Don't be! The product is designed to provide the ultimate in comfort. As a
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result, you will mount your smartphone on the ventilation grille for comfortable and safe use. You can also freely rotate the head of the
holder, so you can position your device both vertically and. horizontally
 
Included:
Wireless charger
Air vent mount
USB-A to USB-C cable (1m)
User manual
Manufacturer
ESR
Model
HaloLock Magnetic Wireless Car Charger
Color
Black
Weight
156 g
Dimensions
80 x 80 x 32 mm
Compatibility
iPhone 12 / 13 / 14 series

Price:

€ 33.51
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